Rapid Data Entry Done Right

All-day data collection requires tools that can keep up with the job. Juniper Systems’ Mesa 2 Rugged Tablet Attachable Keyboard creates the ultimate solution for rapid data entry.

The keyboard features a full alphanumeric keypad with textured buttons that provide the right amount of tactile feedback. The keyboard gives users a powerful solution for intensive data entry. Designed for on-the-fly installation, the keyboard quickly snaps onto the Mesa 2 Rugged Tablet – no tools needed.
Ease of Use Meets Increased Efficiency

The Mesa 2 Rugged Tablet Attachable Keyboard boasts a sleek, lightweight design for comfortable all-day use. Users can be completely set up in minutes because of its simple snap-on design and compatibility with a RAM articulating arm, shoulder harness, and other device-carrying accessories.

The Mesa 2 Rugged Tablet Attachable Keyboard features a full backlit QWERTY keyboard and enlarged numeric buttons for optimized data entry. Like all Juniper Systems products, the keyboard features an IP68 rating – making it entirely dustproof, shockproof, and waterproof.

MESA 2 RUGGED TABLET

- Large, 7-inch display for easy viewing
- IllumiView™ technology provides enhanced visibility
- Powerful Windows 10 or Android OS for office-to-field use
- 8- to 10-hour battery life for minimal downtime
- Optional expansion provides additional 4–5 hours
- Operates in extreme temperatures from -4 F to 122 F (-20 C to 50 C)
- IP68 rating—dustproof and waterproof
- Designed to MIL-STD-810G for ultra-ruggedness
- Two-year warranty

KEYBOARD ATTACHMENT

- Simple attachment and removal, no tools needed
- Special functions and symbols
- AMPS mounting attachment points for multiple carrying options
- Compatible with shoulder harness and other carry accessories
- Keyboard weight 0.5 lbs.
- Backlit alphanumeric QWERTY keyboard
- IP68 rating—dustproof and waterproof
- Designed to MIL-STD-810G for ultra-ruggedness
- One-year warranty

Applications

- Mapping/GIS
- Cathodic protection
- Natural resources
- Forestry
- Log scaling
- Public works
- Meter reading
- Agriculture

Contact Juniper Systems for pricing!
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